A single source for complete material handling solutions

- Honeywell Intelligrated designs, manufactures, integrates and installs complete material handling solutions using the ideal mix of automation, software and labor.

**SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION**

**TURNKEY IMPLEMENTATIONS**
From engineering and manufacturing to installation, commissioning and training, we deliver superior project execution of your material handling system — on time and on budget.

**CONCEPTING AND ESTIMATING**
Our engineers gain a deep understanding of your organizational and operational requirements to develop best-fit robust material handling solutions.

**INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING**
Teams of knowledgeable electrical and mechanical technicians complete system installation and commissioning with minimal interruptions to your operations.

**SOFTWARE AND CONTROLS**
We provide the software and controls necessary to maximize the value of your system according to proven project execution guidelines.

**ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING**
Mechanical, electrical, controls and software engineers design innovative automated solutions in our four ISO-certified facilities.

**COMMISSIONING AND TRAINING**
Following an exhaustive commissioning process made up of strict checkpoints, we offer training programs for general safety, system operation, maintenance and troubleshooting.

**Did you know?**
35 percent of companies have at least one material handling system that’s 20+ years old.